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We consider a question of describing the one-dimensional P-adic representations
that lift a given representation over a finite field of the absolute Galois group of a
function field. In this case, the characterization of abelian p-power extensions of
fields of characteristic p can be extended to abelian pro-p-extensions, and refined to
allow only restricted ramification at the places of K, and can be a tool for analyzing
one-dimension P-adic representations. We then turn to the problem of classifying
those representations which can be realized as the action of the Galois group on the
division points of a rank one Drinfeld module, discussing both results and a conjecture
about the form of the representations that arise in this manner.  1998 Academic
Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Galois representations have played a large role in recent advances in
number theory, most notably in Wiles’ proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem
[17]. Here we recall a construction on algebraic function fields called
Drinfeld modules, and how we may construct Galois representations from
them. We also recall the definition and a few basic facts about deformations
of Galois representations.
1.1. Drinfeld modules. A function field, for our purposes, is a field k
that is finitely generated over its finite prime field Fp and has transcendence
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degree one over Fp . Since the field k can be viewed as the field of functions
on a curve over Fq (the algebraic closure of Fp in k), we may refer to the
elements of k as functions. Let P be a place (and v be its corresponding
valuation) and let OP be the ring of elements a # k that do not have a pole
at P (that is, v(a)0). See [5, 15] for the basic properties of function
fields.
Let  be a fixed place of k, and let A be the subring of k consisting of
the elements whose only pole is . Then A is a Dedekind domain, with
k its field of fractions. The obvious example is where k is the field Fq(T )
of rational functions in one variable over a finite field, the distinguished
place  is the unique valuation for which v(T)=&1. In this case, the ring
A is the ring Fq[T] of polynomials in one variable over a finite field.
Now if we let S be a set consisting of places of k, then we can define
OS=P # S OP . If we let S be the set of all places of k except , then A is
OS .
If we have a fixed Fq-algebra homomorphism #: A  K for a field K, we
call K an A-field. Usually, # will be an inclusion map, such as the ring
homomorphism from Fq[T] into Fq(T ) (or even into a finite extension of
Fq(T )), or a reduction modulo a prime ideal.
Let K[F] denote the twisted ring of polynomials in the indeterminate
F with coefficients in K written on the left and in which multiplication
follows the rule Fw=wqF when w # K. Let i be the inclusion map of K
into K[F], and let D be the map from K[F] to K induced by F [ 0.
Note that, for any commutative K-algebra R, K[F] acts on R via w } r=wr
for w # K and F } r=rq. Hence F acts as the q-power map on R. In fact, one
can show that K[F] is isomorphic to the ring of Fq-linear endomorphisms of
the additive group scheme over K. The ring K[F] possesses a right division
algorithm, and hence every left ideal is principal [5, Proposition 1.6.2].
Definition 1. Let K be an A-field. A Drinfeld A-module over K is a
ring homomorphism ,: A  K[F] for which D,=#, but ,{i#.
Notice that a Drinfeld module gives an action of A on any commutative
K-algebra R that is different from the action given by #. For an element
a # A, we will write ,a for the image of a under ,. Since ,a # K[F], we
will denote the action of ,a on x # R (where R is a K-algebra) by ,a(x).
Two invariants of a Drinfeld module , are its rank and its characteristic.
The characteristic of a Drinfeld module is the (prime) ideal ker (#) of A.
If the kernel is (0), then we say the characteristic is ‘‘generic’’ or sometimes
that the Drinfeld module ‘‘has no characteristic.’’ The rank of a Drinfeld
module is a positive integer r, which is easiest to explain when A is Fq[T],
in which case r is the degree in F of ,T . The reader may consult [5, 7]
for more information.
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Example 2 (Carlitz Module). Let A be Fq[T] and let K be Fq(T) and
let # be the natural inclusion. The Carlitz module (the first example of what
later became known as Drinfeld modules) , is defined by T [ F+T. One
can see that ,{i# as ,T=F+T{T=i#(T ). One can also see that #=D,.
The rank of the Carlitz module is one, since deg ,T=1. It has generic
characteristic, since # is an inclusion. See [6] for a fascinating and readable
account of an explicit construction of class field theory for rational function
fields using the Carlitz module.
Let , be a Drinfeld A-module over K of rank r, and let a # A where
a is not in the characteristic of ,. Let R be a K-algebra, and recall that
K[F] acts on the polynomial ring R by w(z)=wx for w # K and by F(x)
=xq for any x # R. Thus if f =w0+w1F+ } } } +wnFn, f (x)=w0x+w1xq
+ } } } +wnxq
n
. In this way, ,a(x) is a polynomial over K with only q-power
exponents, and since the coefficient of x is #(a)=D,(a), ,$a(x)=#(a){0,
,a(x) has no repeated roots, and thus the field extension generated by
adjoining the roots of ,a(x) to K is separable. The a-division points of ,
are the roots of this polynomial in the algebraic closure of K. Now let I be
a nonzero ideal of A not divisible by the characteristic of ,. We can define
the I-division points, ,[I], as [x # K | ,a(x)=0 for every a # I]. One can
show that ,[I]$(AI )r by first examining the case where I is a prime
ideal, then the case where I is a power of a prime ideal, and finally the
general case [7, p. 8]. As K[F] is a left principal ideal ring, the annihilator
of ,[I] is a left ideal generated by one element ,I , which is monic in F.
Note that ,I is not necessarily in the image of ,.
The group GK :=Gal(KsepK) acts naturally on ,[I], producing a
representation
GK  Aut(,[I])$GLr(AI )
which is, of course, continuous.
Suppose P is a prime ideal in A, different from the characteristic of ,.
Then ,P provides an A-module epimorphism ,[Pn+1]  ,[Pn] by x [ ,P(x).
We define the Tate module T(,, P) to be the inverse limit of this system.
The action of GK commutes with the action of ,P , since the action of ,P
is a polynomial action with coefficients in K, hence we have a continuous
representation
GK  Aut T(,, P)$GLr(AP)
where AP is the completion of A at the prime ideal P. Thus Drinfeld
modules, in a way completely analogous to the construction for elliptic
curves and more general abelian varieties, lead to both finite and P-adic
Galois representations.
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1.2. Deformations of Galois representations. Let G be a profinite group,
and fix a continuous representation
\ : G  GLr(F)
where F is a finite field. Let O be a commutative complete local noetherian
ring with residue field F, and let C(O) be the category of commutative local
topological O-algebras R with continuous local O-algebra homomorphisms
for morphisms, for which the natural map O  R^R is a surjection (^R is
the maximal ideal of R), and for which the homomorphism from R to the
inverse limit of its discrete artinian quotients is a topological isomorphism.
The last condition guarantees that R is complete and its topology is deter-
mined by the collection of open ideals I for which RI is artinian. Given an
object R of this category, define ?R to be the map from GLr(R) to GLr(F)
induced by reducing the entries modulo the maximal ideal of R. A conti-
nuous homomorphism
\: G  GLr(R)
is called a lift of \ to R if \ =?R } \.
Let 1r(R)=ker (?R ). We may define a strict equivalence relation
between two representations \1 and \2 if g&1\1 g=\2 for some g # 1r(R).
We call the strict equivalence class of a lift of \ a deformation of \ to R.
Finally we can define Mazur’s functor, A from C(O) to the category of sets,
by setting
A(R)=[deformations of \ to R]
and with the obvious definition of A on morphisms.
In Mazur’s original work [12], he shows that this functor is represent-
able on the full subcategory of complete local noetherian O-algebras when
\ is absolutely irreducible and G satisfies the finiteness condition that, for
every open subgroup H, the maximal pro-p quotient of H is topologically
finitely generated. That is, there is an equivalence class of representations
[!] to some ring R\ that is universal. When working with number fields,
these conditions are not restrictive, because Gal(QSQ), where QS is
the maximal Galois extension of Q that is unramified off the finite set of
primes S, possesses this finiteness condition, and representations constructed
‘‘geometrically’’ only ramify at a finite set of primes. This is not the case for
the representations constructed by Drinfeld modules. Hayes proved that if
K is the maximal abelian extension of Fp(T ) unramified outside the set of
places [T, ], and only tamely ramified at , the group Gal(KFq(T)) is
isomorphic to Fq[[T]]* [6], whose maximal pro-p quotient is not finitely
generated (this is Lemma 25 when q= p). Recently de Smit and Lenstra
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[3] found an explicit construction for Mazur’s universal deformation ring.
Their approach constructs a ring, and only uses the finiteness condition to
verify that the ring is noetherian, rather than simply an object in C(O).
As a consequence, we know that absolutely irreducible representations of
Gal(KS K) have universal deformation rings.
We can see this rather easily for a one dimensional representation. The
proof of de Smit and Lenstra is a careful and thoughtful generalization of
this construction.
Proposition 3. Let G be a profinite group, and let \ be a continuous
homomorphism
\ : G  F*
where F is finite. Let O be any complete noetherian local ring with residue
field F. Then Mazur’s functor A is representable.
Proof. The proof in [1, Section 1.5] was written for the case where G
satisfied the finiteness condition and for the subcategory of noetherian
O-algebras, but it proves the more general result. We will outline the construc-
tion of the universal deformation.
Let P be the maximal abelian pro-p quotient of G. Let 4 be the ring
4=O[[P]]= O[PH]
where the inverse limit is taken over the set of open subgroups H of P. We
can construct the representation !: G  4* as a product of two represen-
tations. First, let \0 be the composition of \ with the Teichmu ller lift
F*/O*. Let ?: G  P be the natural surjection. Thus !(g)=\0(g) ?(g)
defines the map G  4*.
Let \: G  R* be a continuous lift of \ to R, an object in C(O). The
natural map R*  F* splits, because we have the map
F*/O*  R*.
Thus R*$F*_11(R). We have a continuous map G  11(R) which
factors through P since 11(R) is an abelian pro-p group (see Lemma 4).
The ring R is also an O-algebra, hence there is a canonical ring homomor-
phism O  R. These two maps define the homomorphism pR : 4  R so
that \= pR } !. K
We end this section with two lemmas that will be important later.
Lemma 4. For any object R in C(O), the group 1r(R) is a pro-p group.
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Proof. The case where R is an artinian ring (in fact, where R is noetherian)
is handled in [2, Lemma 1.2]. In fact, when R is artinian, the same proof
shows that 1r(R) is a finite p-group. Now suppose that R is an arbitrary
object in C(R), so that R is isomorphic to  RI where I runs through
the open ideals for which the quotient RI is artinian. One can check that
1r(R) is isomorphic to  1r(RI), a projective limit of finite p-groups,
i.e., a pro-p group. K
Lemma 5. If U is an abelian pro-p group, then F[[U]] (defined in the
proof of Proposition 3) is an object in C(O) where O is a complete noetherian
local ring with residue field F and the natural map of U to 11(F[[U]]) is
injective.
Proof. The ring F[[U]] is by definition a projective limit of the rings
F[UV] for all open subgroups V of finite index. Each of the rings F[UV]
has the discrete topology, is finite (hence artinian), and is local, since the
augmentation ideal is the only maximal ideal (to see this, let :=x # UV axx
for which  ax=0, and check that (1+:) p
e
=1 for some nonnegative
integer e). To define the O-algebra structure, we simply define
O  O^O $F/F[[U]].
Finally, define the homomorphism U  11(F[[U]]) by x [ x, since
x=1+(1&x) # (1+^F[[U]]).
This is obviously injective. K
2. ABELIAN PRO-P EXTENSIONS
2.1. ArtinSchreier extensions. For any commutative ring R of charac-
teristic p, let P: R  R be defined by P(x)=x p&x. We notice that the
polynomial map P is an Fp-linear map with kernel Fp , when R is a domain.
As a first step, we recall some facts about extensions of degree p of fields
of characteristic p, including the usual theorem of ArtinSchreier. (See
[9, Proposition 7.8 of Chapter V].)
Theorem 6. Let K be a field of characteristic p. The extension LK is
cyclic of degree p if and only if L is the splitting field over K of an irreducible
polynomial of the form P(x)&a # K[x], in which case L=K(:) where : is
a root of P(x)&a=0. Also another equation over K, P(x)&b, has the same
splitting field if and only if, for some nonzero i # Fp and y # K, b=ia+P( y).
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2.2. Witt extensions. In this section, we recall the definition of Witt
vectors, and how they are used to characterize abelian p-power extensions
of fields of characteristic p. We refer the reader to standard texts, such as
Jacobson’s Basic Algebra II [10, Section 8.10 and Section 8.11] for the
definitions of addition and multiplication in Wm(R), as well as the proofs
of the various facts and equations that we quote throughout this section.
2.2.1. Witt vectors. We recall the definition of the Witt functor of length
n from the category of commutative rings of characteristic p>0 to the
category of commutative rings of characteristic pn. As a set, the ring of Witt
vectors over R is simply the n-dimensional Cartesian product Rn, usually
indexed by the set [0, 1, ..., n&1]. Please refer to [10, Section 8.10] for the
definitions of addition, multiplication and the action of Wn on ring homo-
morphisms. We will only note that (0, ..., 0) is the zero element, (1, 0, ..., 0)
is the multiplicative identity, and that the i th coordinate of (a0 , ..., an&1)+
(b0 , ..., bn&1) is
ai+bi+Fp, i (a0 , ..., ai&1 , b0 , ..., bi&1)
where Fp, i is a polynomial with integer coefficients and zero constant term
that depends only on p and i.
Three important maps on rings of Witt vectors are the following.
Restriction map: R: Wn R  Wn&1 R via (a0 , ..., an&1) [ (a0 , ..., an&2).
Shift map: V: Wn R  Wn+1 R via (a0 , ..., an&1) [ (0, a0 , ..., an&1).
Frobenius map: F: WnR  Wn R via (a0 , ..., an&1) [ (a p0 , ..., a
p
n&1).
The restriction and Frobenius maps are ring homomorphisms, but the
shift map is only a homomorphism of the additive group structure. All three
maps commute with each other. Note that (VR) is an endomorphism of the
additive group of WnR whose effect on (a0 , ..., an&1) is (0, a0 , ..., an&2), so
(VR)n is the zero map on Wn(R).
2.2.2. Abelian p-power extensions. Now we recall the characterization of
abelian pro-p extensions in terms of additive subgroups of rings of Witt
vectors. As before, we refer the reader to [10, Section 8.11] for the proofs
of these facts. First we extend the definition of P to a map on Wn R,
defined by P=F&I, where I is the identity map. That is,
P(a0 , ..., an&1)=(a p0 , ..., a
p
n&1)&(a0 , ..., an&1).
Let LK be an extension of fields of characteristic p>0, with Galois group
G, an abelian group of exponent pe. Let me be an integer, and define
SWmL=[l # Wm L | P(l ) # WmK].
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This is a subgroup of the additive group WmL that contains WmK. The
usual proof shows that there is an epimorphism from SWmL to
G :=[continuous bounded homomorphisms of G into C*]
(the character group of G). The kernel of this epimorphism is WmK.
If G is cyclic of degree pe, and l=(l0 , ..., lm&1) maps to a generator of G ,
then L=K(l0 , ..., lm&1), and K(l0 , ..., lj)K(l0 , ..., lj&1) is either trivial or is
an ArtinSchreier extension satisfying P(lj)=kj+mj&1 , where ki is the i th
coordinate of k=P(l ), and mj&1 is the element of K(l0 , ..., lj&1) from the
definition of subtraction in WmR.
Back to the more general situation, where LK is an abelian p-power
extension of exponent pe, and me, we set QWm L=PSWmL/WmK. We
now have QWmLPWmK$G , a characterization of LK solely in terms
of K. Finally, there is a converse theorem, which says that any subgroup
Q of WmK+ that contains PWmK as a subgroup of finite index is QWmL
for some abelian p-power extension L of exponent pe, where em.
2.3. Ramification. When we restrict our attention to extensions of algebraic
function fields over Fp , then we can say more about which places ramify in
the extension. The following proposition is simply a restatement of parts of
[15, Lemma III.7.7 and Proposition III.7.8].
Proposition 7. Let K be an algebraic function field of characteristic
p>0, and L be an ArtinSchreier extension of K as in Theorem 6, where L
is the splitting field over K of P(x)&a. Let P be a place of K. Then either
1. P is unramified in L if and only if a # PK+OP ; or
2. P is totally ramified in L if and only if a  PK+OP .
We may extend this to abelian p-power extensions, by keeping track of
the ramification information in each of the ArtinSchreier subextensions.
Using the notation as in subsection 2.2.2, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let L=K(:0 , ..., :m&1) be an extension of the function field K
such that
P(:0 , ..., :m&1)=(a0 , ..., am&1),
where ai # K. Let P be a place of K. Then P ramifies in L if and only if
(a0 , ..., am&1)  PWm K+WmOP .
Proof. For a choice of z # WmK to be made later, let ;=:+z and
P(;)=b. Let L1=K(:0)=K(;0) and Li+1=Li (:i)=Li (;i) for 1i<m.
Also, let Pi be any place of Li that lies over Pi&1 , where P0=P.
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Choose z # WmK, if possible, so that b=a+P(z) # WmOP . We will show
that the ramification index of Pi+1 over Pi is one for each i, implying that
P is unramified in L. First, P is unramified in L1 by Proposition 7 since
;0 has minimal polynomial f (X)=P(X)&b0 # OP[X] and f $(X)=&1.
Notice also that [1, ;0 , ..., ; p&10 ] is an integral basis for L1 K, by [15,
Corollary III.5.11]. Hence we may assume that P is unramified in Li and
that [1, ;i&1 , ..., ; p&1i&1 ] is an integral basis for Li L i&1 . The minimal poly-
nomial for ;i over Li is f (X)=P(X)&bi&+, where + is a polynomial with
integer coefficients in [;0 , ..., ;i&1]. Hence + # OPi , and thus f (X) # OPi[X].
Since f $(X)=&1, [15, Corollary III.5.11] again tells us that Pi+1 | Pi is
unramified and that [1, ;i , ..., ; p&1i ] is an integral basis. Thus by induction,
P is unramified in L.
Conversely, assume that (a0 , ..., am&1)  PWmK+WmOP . Let i be the
maximal nonnegative integer for which (a0 , ..., ai&1) # PWiK+Wi OP , and
choose (z0 , ..., zi&1) # WiK such that (a0 , ..., ai&1)+(z0 , ..., zi&1) # Wi OP .
The i th coordinate of (a0 , ..., ai)+(z0 , ..., zi&1 , 0) is ai+Z for some Z # K.
By [15, Lemma III.7.7] there is a zi # K for which vP(ai+Z+P(zi))=&m<0
and gcd(m, p)=1. Let z=(z0 , ..., zi) # Wi+1K, (;0 , ..., ;i)=(:0 , ..., :i)+z,
and (b0 , ..., bi)=P(;0 , ..., ;i). From above, P is unramified in Li and
that [;0 , ..., ;i&1] are integral over OP . The extension Li+1Li is an
ArtinSchreier extension, generated by ;i . The minimal polynomial for ;i
is f (X)=P(X)&bi&#, where # is a polynomial with integer coefficients in
[;0 , ..., ;i&1]. Thus
vPi (bi+#)=vPi (bi)=vP(bi)=&m<0,
where gcd(m, p)=1. Hence, bi+#  PLi+OPi , by [15, Lemma III.7.7], Pi
ramifies in Li+1 , and thus P ramifies in L. K
As a result, an abelian p-power extension LK is unramified at every
place in a set T if and only if (a0 , ..., am&1) # P # T (WmOP+PWmK). The
next proposition characterizes the additive subgroup of WmK formed by
this intersection.
Proposition 9. If T is a set of places of K that does not contain every
place, then
WmOT+PWm K= ,
P # T
(Wm OP+PWmK).
Proof. Since OT=P # T OP , one inclusion is immediate. To show the
other inclusion, we shall first assume m=1. Let a # P # T (OP+PK). As a
has only finitely many poles, let P1 , ..., Pr be the poles of a that lie in T.
Let vi be the corresponding normalized valuation for Pi . By [15, Lemma
III.7.7], vi (a)=&pli for some positive integer li , since we know that for
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some z # K, vi (a+P(z))0. Using the strong approximation theorem, we
can find t, y # K for which vi (t)=&li and vi ( y)=0 for every i=1, ..., r and
vP(t)0 and vP( y)0 for every P # T&[P1 , ..., Pr]. One can check that
vi (a+P( yt))>& pli for each i and that vP(a+P( yt))0 for every P #
T&[P1 , ..., Pr]. Set a1=a+P( yt), and notice that the poles of a1 that are
contained in T are in fact contained in the set [P1 , ..., Pr], and the order
of the pole of a1 at Pi is less than the order of the pole of a at Pi . Inductively
define ai so that the poles of ai that are in T are in [P1 , ..., Pr] with orders
less than the orders of the poles of ai&1. In at most max[lj] steps, we will
have found an element z # K for which vP(a+P(z))0 for every P # T.
Hence a+P(z) # OT , so a # OT+PK.
To prove the full generality, suppose (a0 , ..., am&1) # P # T (WmOP+
PWm K), and, if possible, choose j minimally so that
(a0 , ..., aj)+P(z0 , ..., zj)  Wj+1 OT+PWj+1K
for every zi # K. By the minimality of j, we know that there exists (z0 , ..., zj&1)
such that (a0 , ..., aj&1)+(z0 , ..., zj&1) # WjOT . Let
(b0 , ..., bj)=(a0 , ..., aj)+P(z0 , ..., zj&1 , 0).
Now bj has poles [P1 , ..., Pr]T (and perhaps some poles that are not
in T ). By the previous paragraph, we may find a zj # K such that vP(bj+
P(zj))0 for every P # T. Hence,
(a0 , ..., aj)+P(z0 , ..., zj) # Wj+1 OT ,
contradicting the minimality of j. Hence the two subgroups are equal. K
As any place that ramifies in a finite abelian p-power extension must
ramify in one of its cyclic subextensions, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Let LK be a finite abelian p-power extension of exponent
dividing pm, and let QWmL be the subgroup of Wm K that contains PWmK,
as in Section 2.2.2. Let T be a set of places of K. If every place of K that lies
in T is unramified in L, then QWmL/P # T (Wm OP+PWmK). Conversely,
any additive subgroup Q of P # T (WmOP+PWmK) that contains PWmK
with finite index corresponds to an abelian p-power field extension in which
no place in the set T ramifies.
2.4. Galois correspondence. Let K be a function field, S a set of places
of K, and T the complement of S. Let
XK, S, m=\ ,P # T WmOP+PWm K+<PWm K,
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where we understand that if T is empty, XK, S, m=WmKPWmK. Theorem
10 says that the finite subgroups of XK, S, m are in a one-to-one correspondence
with the finite abelian p-power extensions of K with exponent dividing pm
and whose ramified places lie in the set S. To characterize all abelian p-power
extensions (in fact, all abelian pro-p extensions), we need to glue these sets
together. The key is that every finite subgroup Q of XK, S, m is canonically
isomorphic to the character group of a Galois group for some extension LK.
Suppose K/L/M is a tower of fields, unramified at each place of K that
is not in S, and so that Gal@(MK) is a finite abelian p-group of exponent
dividing pm. Suppose also that QL and QM are the corresponding subgroups
of XK, S, m . The natural surjection Gal(MK)  Gal(LK) induces a natural
injection on character groups Gal@(MK)  Gal@(LK). Since QL is canonically
isomorphic to Gal@(LK), we have QL /QM , where the monomorphism is
simply the inclusion map. Thus when dealing with finite extensions of K, all
of whose exponents divide pm, it suffices to deal with Witt vectors of length m.
The following lemma pieces together Witt characterizations of different
lengths.
Lemma 11. The homomorphism V: WmK/Wm+1 K induces a mono-
morphism of additive groups
XK, S, m /XK, S, m+1.
Proof. Consider (WmOT+PWmK) w
V XK, S, m , and let a=(a0 , ..., am&1)
be an element of the kernel of this map. Then
V(a)=(0, a0 , ..., am&1)=P(b0 , ..., bm).
Thus P(b0)=0, implying that b0 # Fp . Notice that
(b0 , ..., bm)&(b0 , 0, ..., 0)=(0, c1 , ..., cm) # Wm+1K,
so P(0, c1 , ..., cm)=(0, a0 , ..., am&1). Since V and P commute,
PV(c1 , ..., cm)=P(0, c1 , ..., cm)=V(a)
implies that a=P(c1 , ..., cm) # PWmK. K
Thus [XK, S, m , V ] forms a direct system, and we let XK, S be its direct
limit. We may refer to elements of XK, S by a representative Witt vector
whose first coordinate is not in PK. We now have justified the following
proposition.
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Proposition 12. There is an inclusion-preserving, bijective correspondence
between the set of finite abelian p-power extensions of K unramified outside
S and the set of finite subgroups of XK, S given by L [ [QL ]. Also, for each
extension LK, the corresponding QL is naturally isomorphic to Gal@(LK).
2.5. Functoriality. As the preceding characterizations of abelian p-power
extensions involved character groups, we need an important fact about the
character functor: on the category of locally compact abelian groups, the
character functor is fully faithful. This may be proved using the duality
theorem of Pontryagin and Van Kampen [8, Theorem 24.8].
Let K be an algebraic function field with characteristic p and let S be a
set of places of K. We will define two functors from the category of abelian
pro-p groups to the category of sets. Define C(V) :=hom(GK, S , V), where
GK, S is the Galois group of the maximal unramified Galois extension of K
that is unramified outside S, and where the homomorphisms are under-
stood to be continuous homomorphisms of profinite groups. The other
functor D(V) :=hom( V^, XK, S), where XK, S is defined in Section 2.4.
Let U be an abelian pro-p group, and let \ # C(U). In the category of
profinite groups, monomorphisms are injective and epimorphisms are
surjective (the proofs are essentially as for groups, see [10, Proposition 1.1]).
Thus \ factors as m\e\ , an epimorphism followed by a monomorphism.
Let G=e\(GK, S), which is a quotient of GK, S , hence G$Gal(LK) for
some L. Now
[N | NK is finite subextension of LK]
is a direct system, ordered by inclusion. Proposition 12 says this corresponds
to a direct system (with the same index set) of finite subgroups QN of XK, S .
Let QL = QN . Notice that [Gal@(NK)] also forms a direct system,
isomorphic to [QN ], and hence that
Gal@(LK)$ Gal@(NK)$QL .
For notation, let jL be the isomorphism from Gal@(LK) to QL , and let iL
be the inclusion of QL into XK, S . Also recall that the character functor on
abelian pro-p groups is exact. Thus we can define the natural transformation
’ on objects by ’U (\)=iL jLm\@ . Now let f: U  V be a homomorphism of
abelian pro-p groups. Thus we have a map C( f ): C(U)  C(V) defined by
\ [ f\. And we have D( f ) defined by : [ :f . Thus D( f )(’U (\))=D( f )
(iL jL m\@)=iL jLm\@ f and ’V (C( f ))=’V ( f\)=iM jMmf\@, where M is the
fixed field of the kernel of f\. Upon examining the following diagram, we
see it commutes.
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V ww
mf\@ Gal@(MK) ww
jM QM ww
iM XK, S
f
U ww
m\ Gal@(LK) wwjL QL ww
iL XK, S
The leftmost rectangle commutes by the functoriality of the character functor,
the middle rectangle commutes by the Galois correspondence, and the right
rectangle commutes since the arrows are inclusions of subgroups, and the
rightmost vertical arrow is an equality. Hence ’ is a natural transformation
from C to D.
Theorem 13. The natural transformation ’ is an equivalence of functors.
Proof. To show it is an isomorphism, we construct an inverse. To do this,
we use the Duality Theorem [8, Theorem 24.8]. Given a map g: V  U , and
: # D(U), we have the image of :(U )=QL and :g(V )=QM . These respec-
tively are canonically isomorphic to Gal@(LK) and Gal@(MK), so we have
g
V ww:g Gal@(MK)
U ww
:
Gal@(LK).
Applying the character functor, and the natural isomorphism of the duality
theorem, we have
V ww Gal(MK)
U ww Gal(LK).
To define the inverse, compose the natural map GK, S  Gal(LK) with the
maps in the :^ and :g@. K
3. DEFORMATIONS ASSOCIATED TO DRINFELD MODULES
We examine specific cases of deformations of a fixed Galois representa-
tion \ : G  Fp* where G is either the absolute Galois group of a local function
field K, or the Galois group of the maximal Galois extension of a global
function field K unramified outside a set of places S. We will use the notation
KS to denote both the algebraic closure of a local function field, or the
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maximal Galois extension unramified outside the set of places S. Using the
theory of Section 2, we explore which deformations are the G-actions on
the division points of Drinfeld modules over K. Throughout the chapter,
we will focus on deformations to R=Fp[T](Tn) for n>0 and to R=
 Fp[T](Tn)$Fp[[T]]. A rank one Drinfeld Fp[T]-module over K
produces representations to these rings by the action of G on its (Tn)-division
points, or on its (T )-adic Tate module.
3.1. Isolating the pro-p part. Recall subsection 1.2, and let R be an object
in the category C(O) where O has residue field Fp . The exact sequence,
1  U  R* ww
?R Fp*  1
where ?R is induced by reduction modulo the maximal ideal, splits via a
Teichmu ller lifting (in subsection 1.2, we used the notation 11(R) rather
than U). Thus
R*$Fp*_U.
Let % be the projection of R* onto U, and recall that U is an abelian pro-p
group (Lemma 4).
If \ is a continuous homomorphism of G to R* that lifts \ we have a
continuous homomorphism \$=% } \: G  U. Conversely a continuous homo-
morphism
\$: G  U
can be used to define a deformation \: G  R* by setting \(g)=\ (g) } \$(g) for
every g # G. In this manner we will transfer questions about one dimensional
representations to questions about abelian pro-p extensions, for which we
have the results of Section 2.
3.2. Representations produced by Drinfeld modules. We will now restrict
our attention to the case where A is the polynomial ring Fp[T]. Let , be
a rank one Drinfeld A-module over K, a global or local function field,
where , is defined by ,T=aF+b for a, b # K&[0], hence #(T )=b{0
and the characteristic of , is not (T). Let P be a monic irreducible polyno-
mial in A, relatively prime to the characteristic of ,. Then for each n>0,
,P : ,[Pn+1]  ,[Pn] is a surjective map of cyclic A-modules. We can
choose a generator *n of each ,[Pn+1] (n0) so that ,P(*n+1)=*n .
Now we will restrict our attention further to the case where P=T. Then
,T (x)=ax p+bx, so the (T)-division points are 0 and the solutions of
the Kummer equation x p&1=&ba. The action of G on ,[T] produces a
representation
\T : G  Aut ,[T]$Fp*.
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Let n>0. We notice that ,T (*n)=a* pn +b*n=*n&1 . Dividing by a*
p
0
yields
\*n*0+
p
+
b
a* p&10 \
*n
*0 +=
1
a* p&10 \
*n&1
*0 + . (3.1)
Let xn=*n*0 and c=&1b, and recall that * p&10 =&ba. This reduces
(3.1) to
x pn &xn=cxn&1. (3.2)
In this way, K(,[T n+1])K(,[T n]) is an ArtinSchreier extension for
each n1. A standard tool in what follows will be the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 14. Let
K=K0 /K1 / } } } /Kn / } } }
be a tower of field extensions where, for a fixed c # K, x0=1 # K and, for
n>0, xn is a root of P(x)&cxn&1 and Kn=Kn&1(xn).
Theorem 15. If , is a rank one Drinfeld A-module over K, and \ is the
action of G=Gal(KSK) on ,[T m] for some m1 (or on the Tate module
T(,, (T))), then \ is the pointwise product of \ : G  Fp* and \$: G  11(R)
where R is Fp[T](T m) (or A(T ) $Fp[[T]], respectively), and the exten-
sion of K determined by \$ satisfies Hypothesis 14.
Proof. See subsection 3.1 for the first statement. The extension determined
by \$ is the tower of splitting fields of the equations (3.2) from above. K
We examine the ramification of places in extensions that satisfy Hypothesis
14 in the next theorem, and derive some information about representations
constructed by the action of G on the (T)-adic Tate module of , in its corollary.
Theorem 16. Let K be a local field of characteristic p, and c # K. If
Hypothesis 14 holds, then, for each n>0, Kn K is unramified or totally
ramified, depending on whether c=&1#(T ) # O+PK or not, respectively.
Proof. We will prove this by induction, the case n=1 being a local
version of Proposition 7. Now, according to [15, Lemma III.7.7], we may
assume that c is chosen so that either v(c)0 or v(c)=maxz # K (v(c+P(z))
=&m where m is a positive integer not divisible by p.
If v(c)0, then x1 is in the integral closure O1 of O in K1 . Thus v1(cx1)0
where v1 is the normalized valuation on K1 . By induction, suppose that
Kn&1 K is unramified and that xn&1 # On&1. Then, by Proposition 7, we
have that KnKn&1 , and thus KnK, are unramified.
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Now suppose that v(c)=&m is not divisible by p. Again, Proposition 7
proves the case n=1. Notice that v1(c)= p } v(c) as K1 K is a ramified
extension of degree p. Also notice that v1(x p1 &x1)= p } v1(x1) since v(x+ y)
min[v(x), v( y)], with equality holding when v(x){v( y). Thus v1(x1)=v(c),
and as p does not divide v(c),
v1(c } x1)=v1(c)+v1(x1)= p } v(c)+v(c)0
is not divisible by p either. By induction, suppose that Kn&1 K is totally
ramified, and that vn&1(xn&1) is negative and not divisible by p. Thus
vn&1(c } xn&1)=vn&1(c)+vn&1(xn&1)= pn&1 } v(c)+vn&1(xn&1)
is negative and not divisible by p. Hence by Proposition 7, Kn Kn&1
is totally ramified. Also, since vn(x pn &xn) = p } vn(xn) = vn(c } xn&1) =
p } vn&1(c } xn&1),
vn(xn)=vn&1(c)+vn&1(xn&1)= pn&1 } v(c)+vn&1(xn&1)
is negative and not divisible by p. By induction, Kn K is totally ramified. K
Corollary 17. Let , be a rank one Drinfeld A-module over a global
function field K and let \: G  Fp[[T]]* be the continuous representation
constructed from the action of G on T(,, T). If \$=% } \: G  U where
U=11(Fp[[T]]), then, for any place P of K, the image of an inertia group
at P under \$ is either trivial or is the full image of the decomposition group
at P.
Proof. As before, a Drinfeld module produces a sequence of cyclic
p-extensions as in the previous theorem that is cut out by \$. Applying the
theorem to the decomposition group of P, we see that the image of the
inertia group is either trivial or the full group. K
3.3. ‘‘Small ’’ examples. In this section, we consider several cases of defor-
mations of \ : G  Fp* and examine whether they can be realized by the Galois
action of G on the division points of a rank one Drinfeld module. We will
consider three cases: R=Fp , R=Fp[=], where =2=0 (the dual numbers),
and R=Fp[T](T3).
Proposition 18. If \ : G  Fp* is a continuous homomorphism and if # is
a structure morphism of Fp[T] into K, then we can choose a, b # K so that
\ =\T , the Galois action of G on (T)-division points of a Drinfeld module ,
defined by ,T=aF+b, and so that # is the structure morphism of ,.
Proof. Let L be the fixed field of the kernel of \ . Since LK is a cyclic
extension of degree dividing p&1 and K contains +p&1 , it is a Kummer
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extension, containing all the roots of x p&1&d for some d # K* and for
which d  (K*) p&1. Let $ be a fixed root of x p&1&d and let _ generate
Gal(LK) so that _ ($)=|$ and let _ # G so that _ =_Gal(KSL) and
\ (_)=|. Now set *0=$, which allows us to arbitrarily choose one of a or
b # K, and then solve d=&ba for other. This way we can choose the
structure map # which is determined by #(T )=b. Also note that, having
chosen b, we can still control the value of a somewhat, in that we could
have set *0=$z for some z # K* so that &ba=d } z p&1. Using this technique,
we could choose a to have positive valuation at almost every place of K,
if we wished, by choosing z properly. K
Remark 19. Joint work of Nigel Boston and this author, to be published
elsewhere, explores the question of what representations may be produced by
the Galois action on P-division points of Drinfeld Fq[T]-modules when P
is a prime with deg (P)>1.
Theorem 20. A representation \: G  R* where R is Fp[T](T n) (or
Fp[[T]]) can be realized as the action of G on the (T n)-division points (or
on the T-adic Tate module, respectively) of a rank one Drinfeld A-module
, over K if the tower of fields cut by \$=% } \ satisfies Hypothesis 14.
Proof. We simply need to choose a, b # K&[0] correctly. If \$ cuts out
a tower of fields satisfying Hypothesis 14, there is an element c{0 of K
that defines the tower. Let b=&1c, and define the structure morphism
#: A  K so that #(T)=b. Now we can use Proposition 18 to construct \ .
K
We can now examine several ‘‘small’’ examples of representations \ that
lift a given \ . As the previous proposition says, we only need examine if the
pro-p part of the representation cuts out a tower of fields that satisfies
Hypothesis 14. Our first example has R=Fp[=], where =2=0.
Proposition 21. Every continuous homomorphism \: G  Fp[=]* can be
realized by the action of G on the (T 2)-division points of a rank one Drinfeld
module.
Proof. Looking at \$: G  U, where U=(1+T+(T 2))$ZpZ,
suppose \$ is not trivial. Thus \$ determines an ArtinSchreier extension L
in which x p&x&e splits completely for some e # K. Choose an element
_ # G for which \$(_)=1+T+(T 2) and choose a root of : of x p&x&e
for which _(:)=:+1. Now let x1=:, so that c=&1b=e. In the proof
of Proposition 18, we have the latitude to choose b, which we now have,
and still have the ability to solve for an appropriate value for a. Thus we
can define , by ,T=aF+b.
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If, on the other hand, \$ is trivial, \$ determines a trivial ArtinSchreier
extension, thus there is an e # K so that P(x)=e splits in K. Set b=&1e,
and proceed as before. K
Notice that for this to work, we had to give up our ability to control the
structure morphism # as we no longer have complete freedom to choose the
value of b. We could modify our choice of b somewhat, in that we would
have the same extension as long as we set c=&1b=e+P( y) for some
y # K, in which case x1=:+ y.
As the last of the ‘‘small’’ examples, we have R=Fp[T](T 3). Now,
however, we have a distinction to make. When p is an odd prime, then U
is elementary abelian with two generators, 1+T+(T 3) and 1+T 2+(T 3),
but when p=2, U=(1+T+(T 3)) is cyclic of order 4. Suppose that L is
the fixed field of the kernel of \$, as before. In either case, there is an inter-
mediate field M. The difference between p odd and p even results in this:
when p is an odd prime, then LK has p+1 intermediate fields that are
linearly disjoint over K, any two of which generate L, whereas, when p=2,
LK is a cyclic degree four extension with only the one intermediate field, M.
Though the methods differ, the result is the same: not every continuous homo-
morphism \: G  R* can be realized as the action of G on the (T 3)-division
points of a rank one Drinfeld module over K.
For now, let p be an odd prime. As mentioned above, LK has p+1
intermediate fields, one of which is M and which, together with any of the
other intermediate fields, will generate L. Let N be any of the other inter-
mediate fields. As MK and NK are ArtinSchreier extensions, they are the
splitting fields of P(x)&m and P(x)&n respectively. Let + and & be the
roots of these polynomials respectively. Also, LM is an ArtinSchreier
extension, generated over M by *, a root of P(x)&l where l # M. Since
L=K(+, &)=M(*), the polynomials P(x)&n and P(x)&l have the same
splitting field L over M. By Theorem 6, n=il+P( y) for some nonzero
i # Fp and some y # M. This is the key idea that we will use.
Let us specialize to the case where we have a tower of fields of length
two satisfying Hypothesis 14, where K1=M is the splitting field over K of
P(x)=c and K2=L is the splitting field over K1 of P(x)=cx1 . As above,
we know that n=icx1+P( y) # K for some i # Fp and some y # K1 . We can
easily check that one possible choice of i and y is p&2 and x21 . Then
n=( p&2) cx1+P(x21)
=( p&2) cx1+(x p1 )
2&x21
=( p&2) cx1+(x1+c)2&x21
=c2.
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Notice that P(x21&2x2)=c
2. Hence, this tower of fields is generated by
the roots of P(x)=c and P(x)=c2. So finally, for any element d # K so
that c2  d+PK, the field extension generated by the roots of P(x)&c and
P(x)&d cannot satisfy Hypothesis 14. The existence of such a d can be
guaranteed in some situations. For instance, when K is F3(T ), then we can
look for nonzero values of c and values of d for which c2=d+z3&z has
no rational solutions. The following two lemmas give examples of values
for d which c2  d+PK for every nontrivial value for c, when K is the
rational function field over F3 .
Lemma 22. The equation
y2=z3&z (3.3)
has no solutions in K=F3(T ) except the trivial solutions where y=0.
Proof. This is an elliptic curve E over K, with the only K-rational
torsion points being the 2-torsion points, where y=0 or the point at
infinity. To establish the result, we use the method of complete 2-descent
[14, Chapter X, Proposition 1.4]. Let y2=(x&e1)(x&e2)(x&e3) be an
elliptic curve E over K. Let S is the set of place of K that divide , or that
divide 2, or where E has bad reduction, and let K(S, 2)=[b # K*(K*)2 | v(b)
#0 mod 2 for every v # S]. Complete 2-descent constructs an injective
homomorphism
E(K)2E(K)  K(S, 2)2. (3.4)
In our case of E, given by (3.3), S contains only the infinite place, as E has
good reduction at all finite places, so K(S, 2)=[1, 2]. One can check that
the torsion points of E has only the trivial 2-torsion points. Now suppose
that E(K) has rank n, so that E(K)2E(K)$(Z2Z)n+2. But the injective
homomorphism (3.4) has its image in a group of order 4. Hence n must be
zero, and the only rational points on E are the trivial points with y=0. K
Lemma 23. The equation
y2=2+z3&z (3.5)
has no solutions in K=F3(T ).
Proof. One can easily check that (3.5) has no solutions in F3 . To show
that is has no solutions in K, we will use a formula for the genus of a
function field [15, Proposition III.10.5 and the note]. The formula holds
for the field F(x, y) when F(x, y) is a function field over F, x and y are
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transcendental over F, and when the irreducible equation for y over F(x)
has the form
yn+ f1(x) yn&1+ } } } + fn&1(x) y+ fn(x)=0
with fj (x) # F[x] and deg fj (x) j for each j=1, ..., n, and when the
equation gives a nonsingular projective curve embedded in P2(F). If these
hold, the genus of F(x, y) is (n&1)(n&2)2. For us, we can see (3.5) is,
after homogenizing, a nonsingular projective curve, and that, when rewritten
as
z3&z+(2& y2)=0
it satisfies the conditions of [15, Proposition III.5.10]. Thus the genus of
F3( y, z) is (3&1)(2&1)2=1. But if y and z lie in K, then F3( y, z) is a
genus one subfield of the genus zero field K. This contradicts Lu roth’s
Theorem [15, Proposition III.5.9], which states that every subfield of a
rational function field which properly contains the constant field is itself a
rational function field (and hence has genus zero). K
Now let p=2, and let us examine the tower of fields
K/K1 /K2
that satisfies Hypothesis 14. Thus we have x1 and x2 so that P(x2)=cx1
and P(x1)=c. A rather simple calculation shows that P(x1 , x2)=(c, 0).
Thus, any field extension of K generated by the coordinates of a solution
to
P( y1 , y2)=(a, b),
where (a, b)  (c, 0)+PW2 K for some c # K, cannot satisfy Hypothesis 14.
Thus we have a similar result, that not every continuous homomorphism
of G into F2[T](T 3))* can be constructed as the Galois action of G on the
(T 3)-division points of a rank one Drinfeld A-module over K.
Remark 24. We actually could have proved this earlier, using our knowledge
of ramification in representationsproduced by Drinfeld modules. As Corollary 17
says, the pro-p part of a representation produced by the action of G on the
(T n)-division points of a rank one Drinfeld module is either unramified or
totally ramified at each place. To construct a representation that cannot be
realized by the G-action on the division points of a Drinfeld module, we
only need to construct a representation that is ramified, but not totally
ramified, at some place.
3.4. Deformations to Fp[[T]]. In this section, we examine which defor-
mations might arise as the Galois action on the P-adic Tate module of a
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rank one Drinfeld module. We concentrate, as before, on the case P=(T ),
for which we have Fp[T](T ) $Fp[[T]]. We can break a representation
\: G  Fp[[T]]* into its projection \ to F*p and its projection \$ to U=
[ f (T ) # Fp[[T]] | f (0)=1]. Thus we want to study continuous homo-
morphisms \$: G  U. To do so, we will study the structure of U, and, in
order to use Section 2, we will study the structure of U .
Lemma 25. As a pro-p group, U is isomorphic to a countable product
of Zp ; more explicitly,
U$ ‘
i # Z, i>0, (i, p)=1
(1+T i) .
Proof. We can find this result in [11] and in [16, Chapter 2, Proposi-
tion 10]. The proof in the latter reference gives the explicit product
decomposition in a slightly more general setting. K
Since the parametrization of abelian pro-p extensions LK derived in
subsection 2.4 depends on the character groups of Gal(LK), to examine
\$: G  U, we need to understand the structure of U .
Lemma 26. The character group of U is isomorphic to ~ +p  over a
countably infinite index set.
Proof. The facts about products, coproducts, and direct limits used in
this proof are relatively standard, and can be found in [13, Chapter 2].
Since U is isomorphic to a countably infinite product of Zp where I is
the countable index set, we will consider the structure of hom(> Zp , +p ).
Now, Zp is a compact, Hausdorff, and totally disconnected topological
group, thus > Zp is also compact, Hausdorff, and totally disconnected.
This implies that if / is a character of > Zp , its image is finite and its kernel
is an open subgroup. Thus the kernel contains the subgroup >i # J Zp ,
where J/I and I&J is finite. So any character factors through a finite
direct product. Hence hom(>i # I Zp , +p) is the direct limit over all the
finite subsets I$ of I of hom(>i # I$ Zp , +p), since if / factors through
>i # I1 Zp , it certainly factors through >i # I2 Zp where I1 /I2 . However,
finite direct products and finite direct sums are isomorphic, so each of the
objects in the direct system is
hom \i # I$ Zp , +p+$ ‘i # I$ hom(Zp , +p)$ i # I$ hom(Zp , +p).
Generally we have that ~j # J Mj is isomorphic to the direct limit of
~j # J$ Mj over all finite subsets J$/J. Thus U $~i # I hom(Zp , +p ). Since,
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for any category of commutative A-modules, hom(A, M)$M, we have
the result. K
Recall our isomorphism ’ of functors from subsection 2.5. Using ’ and
the previous lemma, the image of ’U (\$) in XK, S is the image of the
countably infinite coproduct of +p  . The question is, what restrictions are
placed on the map
U  XK, S
by Hypothesis 14?
Conjecture 27. Let \$: G  U be a continuous homomorphism. Let ?n
be the projection of U onto UUn , where
Un=[ f (T) # Fp[[T]] | f (T )#1 (mod (T n+1))].
Let Kn be the fixed field of the kernel of ?n } \$. If the tower of fields
K/K1 / } } }
satisfies Hypothesis 14, then the image of ’U (\$) in XK, S is

i>0, (i, p)=1
Ci
where Ci= m>0( (ci, 0, ..., 0)+PWmK) .
The conjecture implies that each element of the image of ’U (\$) is
represented by a coset (A0 , ..., Am&1)+PWmK where each Aj is a polynomial
in c with zero constant term, and conversely, that every such coset represents
an element of the image of ’U (\$). Since P(x)=x p&x # PK whenever x # K,
x p#x (mod PK),
implying that we can rewrite any coset representative so that each Aj is a
polynomial in c with zero constant term and where the only exponents of
c are relatively prime to p.
3.5. Evidence for the conjecture. Suppose we have Hypothesis 14. For
any n<p, we can use the definition of P and of xn , to attempt to find a
primitive element of the disjoint field extensions of K that generate Kn . For
example
P(x21)=(x
2
1)
p&x21=(x
p
1 )
2&x21
=(x1+c)2&x21=2cx1+c
2
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along with the linearity of P gives, as mentioned before, that P(x21&2x2)=c
2.
Using calculations like this one, we can generate data such as the following.
c=P(x1)
c2=P(x21&2x2)
c3=P(x31&3x1x2+3x3)
c4=P(x41&4x
2
1x2+4x1x3+2x
2
2&4x4)
c5=P(x51&5x
3
1x2+5x
2
1x3&5x1x4+5x1x
2
2&5x2x3+5x5)
(3.6)
c6=P(x61&6x
4
1x2+6x
3
1x3&6x
2
1x4+9x
2
1 x
2
2
+6x1x5&12x1 x2 x3&2x32+6x2x4+3x
2
3&6x6)
c7=P(x71&7x
5
1x2+7x
4
1x3+14x
3
1x
2
2&7x
3
1 x4
&21x21x2 x3+7x
2
1x5&7x1 x
3
2+14x1x2x4+7x1x
2
3
&7x1x6+7x22x3&7x2x5&7x3x4+7x7)
We can notice several patterns in these data. When P( y)=cn for n<p,
y is a polynomial in the xi for in, and that xn1 is the only term with coef-
ficient 1. If we weight each of the xi by its index, so that, for example, the
weight of x1x23 is 1+2 } 3=7, then each of the summands has weight n.
Also, every possible monomial of weight n is represented with some non-
zero coefficient. As for the coefficients involved in y, we can see that the
only prime divisors of the coefficients are less than or equal to n. If we
consider the monomial x ji x
l
k as a product of j i-cycles and l k-cycles, the
sign of the coefficient of the monomial is the sign of the monomial, depend-
ing on whether the ‘‘cycle structure’’ of the monomial is even or odd. And,
when n is an odd prime, the absolute value of the coefficient of the monomials
that only involve x1 and x2 are given by the coefficients of x1 } gn(x21+2)
where gn is the characteristic polynomial over Q of ‘n+‘&1n (‘n is a
primitive n th root of unity).1 These observations suggest the question: for
n<p, is there a formula for a y # Kn in terms of the xi for which P( y)=cn,
and, if so, what is it?
When we consider Hypothesis 14 for values of np, we need the charac-
terization using Witt vectors. For the data that follows, we fix the prime p,
and compute the image of ’Un(?n } \$) in XK, S for certain n, where Un is the
set of units congruent to 1 modulo (T n+1).
In the case of p=2, we can look at the tower of field extensions K5 K
that satisfies Hypothesis 14 (i.e., setting n=5 in the above discussion). In
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this case, U5 is an abelian 2-group of type (8, 2, 2), and we can compute
the following data:
(c, 0, 0)=P(x1 , x2 , x4+x1 x2+x1 x3+cx2)
(c3)=P(x3+x1x2+cx1+x1+c)
(c5)=P(x5+x1x4+x2x3+x1x3+cx3
+cx2+cx1 x2+c2x1+x1+c2+c)
so that ( (c, 0, 0)+PW3K, (c3)+PW1K, (c5)+PW1K) generates the image
of ’U5(?5 } \$) in XK, S .
In the case of p=3, we can compute the case for n=3. In this case, U3
is an abelian 3-group of type (9, 3). The result is the following data:
(c, 0)=P(x1 , x3&x1x2)
(c2)=P(x21&2x2)
so that ( (c, 0)+PW2K, (c2)+PW1K) is the image of ’U3(?3 } \$) in XK, S .
As a final example, when p=5 and n=5, U is an abelian 5-group of type
(25, 5, 5, 5). The data includes
(c, 0)=P(x1 , x5&x1x4&x2x3+x21x3+x1x
2
2&x
3
1x2)
and the equations in (3.6) for ci when i<5.
We are left with several questions:
1. If the conjecture holds, is there a reasonable formula in terms of
the xi for the elements y( j) of Wm Kn for which P( y( j))=(ci, 0, ..., 0)?
2. What can we learn from looking at the images of decomposition
group and inertia group at (T)? I.e., can we say something along the lines
of the FontaineMazur conjecture? Fontaine and Mazur conjecture in [4]
that an irreducible p-adic Galois representation of a number field is ‘‘geometric’’
if and only if the representation is potentially semi-stable at p, which is essentially
a condition on the restriction to the decomposition group at p. We have
Corollary 17, but this is probably not enough to guarantee that a particular
representation is ‘‘associated’’ to a Drinfeld module.
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